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ABSTRACT
sizes of most of the tufts found at Yucca Mountain, measure-

' A procedure is developed for estimating the hydraulic condue- merits of capillary pressure and hydraulic conductivity, as
tivity function of unsaturated volcanic tuft', using measure- functions of water content, are very time-consuming, because
merits of the sorptlvlty and capillary pressure functions. The these measurements require etther a steady state (or an eclulli-
method assumes that the sorptivlty Is a linear functlen of the brlum state) to be reached. For this reason, it would be
initial saturation, as Is suggested by experimental data. The advantageous to be able to estimate the characteristic functions
procedure Is tested on a vitrified tuff from the Calico Hills from other, more readily measurable, properties.
u)dt at Yucca Mountain, and the predicted conductivlties are tn
reasonable agreement with measured values. Further tests of One readily measurable property that is also of major
this method are needed to establish whether or not lt can be Importance to the overall hydrological behavior of Yucca

routinely used for conductivity predictions. Mountain ts sorptivity, which quantifies the initial rate of
imblbltton during a one-dimensional lmbibition process

INTRODUCTION without gravity. 3 The sorptivlty Is not a basle hydrological
property of a rock, since it refers to a specific process.

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, Is a potential site for a U.S. Nevertheless, tt ts related to, and is a function of, ,.he above-
Department of Energy underground radioactive waste reposl- mentioned characteristic functions. The advantage of measur-

- tory. The potential repository horizon Is located above the lng sorptivlty ts that because tt Intrinsically involves a iran-
water table, in a formation consisting of volcanic tufts. A key slent process, its measurement does not require the attainment
criterion in judging the suitability of the site Is the rate, If any, of equilibrium (or a steady-state). We have developed an
at which precipitation percolates down to the water table. Inverse procedure for using sorptivity measurements, along
This flux of water could conceivably transport radlonuclt_ies to wtth measurements of one of the two characteristic functions,
the saturated zone, so that they might eventually reach the to find the other characteristic function. This method has the
groundwater supply. As water Infiltrates down from the sur- advantage, unlike many other inversion procedures, of not res-
face, it may at first flow mainly through the fracture network, trlcting us a priori to any specific mathematical form for the
As this occurs, some of the water Is Imbibed from the frac- characteristic functions. 4's This allows us to derive characteris-

- tures into the matrix blocks. _2 The rate at which this lmbibi- tic curves which, when substituted into a numerical model of
tion occurs is an important factor in determining whether or the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, 6 will yield computed
not water from a precipitation event is able to reach the water sorptlvlties that agree exactly with the values measured in the
table, or whether lt is absorbed into the matrix blocks and laboratory. Such agreement is not in general possible if the
eventually evaporates out to the atmosphere. (Other methods characteristic functions are restricted in advance to be of a ecr-
are also being used to determine whether or not surface water tain mathematical form.
has been able in the past to percolate down to the water table;

_ these include hydrochemicai studies ,and nuclear logging tech- SORPTIVITY OF UNSATURATED ROCK
niques). The parameters that determine this rate of matrix

- block imbibition include the size and shape of the matrix The governing equation for one-dimensional fiow of
__ blocks, as well as the two characteristic functions of the tuff. liquid water In a partially saturated (also called "unsa-

These functions relate the water content of the tuff to Its capil- turated") porous medium is the Richards equation: 7
lary pressure and its hydraulic conductivity. Because of the

- heterogeneity of the rocks found at Yucca Mountain, lt mill be () I kkr(O) o__l 30

necessary to measure, or otherwise determine, these hydrolo- _x C---_. -_--j = -. (la) 'gic properties at many locations. Due to the very small pore at
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=
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The parameter k, with dimensions of [L2], is the absolute per- the medium, I(t), which has dimensions of volume of liquid
meability, which is the permeability of the medium when it is [L3], will be proportional to the cross-sectional area A, and
fully saturated with water, kt(0 ) is the dimensionless relative also proportional to t _2. This lat_er fact is true regardless of
permeability function, which quantifies the extent to which the specific forms of the characteristic functions. The constant
partial saturation with air lowers the permeability of the liquid of proportionality is called the "sorptivity" and is denoted by -
phase, g is the viscosity of the water [ML-tT"t], and _ is the S, so that3
porosity of the medium; in most treatments of absorption, both

of these parameters are assumed to be constant. _ Is the l(t) = SAt Itz . (4)
capillary (matric) potential of the liquid in the porous medium,
with dimensions of [ML-IT'2], and 0 is the degree of liquid
saturation, which is defined as the water content divided by The sorptivity, which has dimensions of {LT'I_2], depends on
the porosity. The two functions _(0) and k,.(0) are often col- the hydraulic properties of the porous medium, as well as on
Icctivcly referred lo as the characteristic functions of the the initial saturation. The sorptivily can be found (exactly)by
porous medium. In this form of the Richards equation we solving the Richards equation using analytical or numerical
have ignored the gravitational term, since its effect is negllgi- methods, 14't5 or from various sorptivity approximations that
ble during imbibition experiments conducted on small sam- have beer, proposed. I°'16 These approximations typically give
ples. _.9 the sorptivity in terms of certain integrals of the hydraulic

diffusivity, and do not require solution of the governing
Equation (la) is sometimes rewritten in a form that expli- differential equation. The sorptivity depends on the capillary

citly demonstrates that it is a nonlinear diffusion equation. 1° pressure and permeability, which are more basic constitutive
Using the chain rule of differentiation, we have functions, whereas the sorptivlty itself is process-dependent.

However, lt has ofmn been pointed out that In practice the

[ ] "_x[ 0a_0x] sorptivtty ls much easier to measure than are either gt(0) or

0e k),:_(O),t4 This suggests using measured values of the sorptivity
c,)xI._kkr(0)d._0d00x.l _ D(0) = _°0t (lb) tc, estimate the capillary pressure and/or permeability func-

tions. Specifically, If one has measured values of the sorp-

in which the only Independent variable that explicitly appears tivity over the entire range of initial saturations, the question is
is 0. The diffusion coefficient D(0) is given by raised as to what can be Inferred about V(0) and kkr(0).

kkr(0)_'(0)/laq_. The combination kkrpg/la ts often referred to Two problems limit the possibility of finding a unique
as tl_e hydraulic conductivity, where p is the density of the solution :_ estimating the characteristic functions from the
fluid and g is the gravitational acceleration. Since p and p. are sorptivtt¢. First, since eq. (lb) implies that kkr(0) and _(0)
properties of the fluid, and not of the porous medium, we :affect S through the combination kkr(0)gt'(0 ), it will not be
prefer to work with the combination kkr(0), which we will possible to esticnate kkr(0 ) and _(0) separately. Furthermore,
refer to as the permeability function of the medium, the sorpti,'i_.y ;s generally not very sensitive to the diffusivity

function, tn the sense that plots of sorptivity vs. initial satura-
The basic problem of one-dimensional absorption of water tion can often be very similar, for quite different sets of

is specified by augmenting eq. (la) or (lh) with the following characteristic functions. For example, the numerically com-
boundary/initial conditions: puted sorptivlty/saturation curves found by Zimmerman and

Bodvarsson zS'x7 for media with van Genuchten tg and
W(x,t=0)=_i, (2) Brooks-Corey 19 characteristic functions can be made to

closely coincide over large ranges of initial saturations by

W(x=0,t>0) = Ww. (3) proper choice of the parameters. For example, consider the
sorptivltles plotted in Fig. l, which were computed humeri-

The values gt i and Ww can be related to saturations Oi and t)w cally using Brooks-Corey and van Genuchten functions. If the
through the capillary pressure function _lt(0). A commonly- van Genuchten ct parameter is chosen to be the reciprocal of
used boundary condition Is _w=0, which Is usually assumed the Brooks-Corey air-entry pressure, then the sorptivities can
to correspond to full liquid saturation, i.e., 0w= 1. The prob- be directly compared in normalized form. In this example, the
lem posed by eqs. (1)-(3) Is the basle problem of unsaturated van Genuchten n parameter was taken to be 3. In order to
flow. lt applies to one-dimensional horizontal absorption, as make the two capillary pressure curves agree asymptotically at
well as to the early stages of vertical infiltration, Ii and the low saturations, a° the Brooks-Corey _, parameter was taken to
early stages of two. or three-dimensional Infiltration prob- be 2 (i.e., k=n- 1). Fig. 1 shows that the two computed sorp-
lems.l_.12 tlvlty curves agree very closely. Despite this, Brooks-Corey

and van Genuchten soils have qualitatively different capillary
SORPTIVITY-SATURATION RELATION pressure functions, since the van Genuchten medel exhibits a

smooth variation of _" with 0, whereas in the Brooks-Corey

Since the Richards equation (lh) is a diffusion equation, model gt is not a single-valued function of 0. Nevertheless,
its solution for the boundary/initial ct;nditions given by eqs. these two very different lypes of capillary pressure functions
(2.3) can be expressed in terms of the Boltzmann variable, 7 would be difficult to distinguish on the basis of their associ-
rl = x/\"i. This in turn implies t'a that the cumulative influx into ated sorptivities.
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INITIALSATURATION, 0_ balance, and Its weight is continuously recorded by a com-
puter. The amount of liquid lost by the reservoir is assumed
to be equal to that tmblbed by the core, which (after conver-

Fig. 1. Normalized sorptivities S* =S_, computed using slon from wetght to volume) yields the cumulative lmbibition
Brooks-Corey and van Genuchten characteristic curves. The I(t). The sorptlvlty S(0i) Is found from eq. (4), by plotting
two curves differ significantly only In the region of high Initial I(t)/A vs. t it2, and finding the slope of the resulting straight
saturations, line.

One feature of the sorptlvity-saturation relationship that The measurements of Flint et al.23 indicate that the sorp-
follows from both the van Genuchten and Brooks-Corey tlvitles of many volcanic tufts can be fit to a function of theform S(01) = Smax(1-0i), where S,,=, is a fitting parameter.
characteristic functions is that the S(0i) curve ts concave
downward, at. typically has a very steep (actually, infinite) Fig. 3 shows the measured sorptivities for a suite of samples
slope at Oi= 1. This is demonstrated In the numerical results that Included nonwelded zeolttlzed tufts, nonwelded silicified
shown In Fig. 1, and also can be corroborated by use of tufts, and welded tuffs. Most can be reasonably well-fit by a

: approximate methods that exist for estimating the sorptlvlty straight line through the point (S = 0, Oi= 1). To carry out our
directly from D(0). In particular, for initial saturations that inversion procedure, we first note that if the hydraulic
are close to 1 the sorptivity of a Brooks-Corey medium ts diffusivity D(0) Is a constant, say Do, the sorptivity will have, the form S=2(_(1-0i). z4 A constant diffusivity is there-
proportional to (1-0i) I/2, whereas the sorptivlty of a van= fore consistent with the result S =Smax(1 -Oi). The next ques-
Genuchten media varies as (1-0i) (n+W2n, where n Is the van
Genuchten paramete r.|7.2t Since the parameter n Is restricted 2z tion Is whether or not D(0) = Do is the only diffusivity func-
to the range n>2, no choice of the van Genuchten parameter tton that leads to a linear sorptivity/saturation relationship.

- n will lead to sorptivities that are linear functions of the Initial Although we have not been able to prove this, there is some
saturation. Some measured sorptivities of volcanic tufts from evidence that lt Is the case. First, consider the sorptivity

- Yucca Mountain, Nevada have, however, been found to be approximation suggested by Philip, which can be written as II

nearly linear functions of 0, 23 These sorptlvlttes cannot be fit'.

to van Genuclaten or Brooks-Corey characteristic curves, by 8( z i_
--- (0-O_)D(O)d0. (5)

any allowable choice of the open parameters. Hence, in order S2(0i) = 1
to model these samples, we must find characteristic functions
that lead to linear sorptivities.

Now consider eq. (5) with S(0i) = Sn,x(l - Oi):

I.INEAR SORPTIVIT5' FUNCTIONS S(0i)
- 1

The experimental method used to measure sorptivity, S2nax(l_0i)2= 8__I(0_0i)D(0)d0. (6)which Is described in detail by Flint et al., 23 can be summar- n
ized as follows. A cylindrical rock core with a known initial

_- saturation Oi is placed atop a fritted glass disk, which sits
inside an inverted funnel (see Fig. 21. The core and funnel Differentiation of both sides of eq. (6) with respect to Oi,

- are surrounded with a barrier to prevent loss of moisture, using Leibnitz' rule to account lk3r the appearance of 01 both

- Tubing connects the bottom of the funnel to a water-filled Inside the integral and as one of the endpoinls, yields

_

=



_s.o I D(0) =Do. In light of the above facts, we make the assump-

I tion that a linear sorptivity function implies that D(0) is con-

ROCKTYPE stant. From the definition of the diffusivity in eq, (lbl, wehave (in general)

_ + N°nwelde_d ze°litlze---._d I

' _ _ Nonwelded slllcified ] kki(0) dddddddddd_(0) (9)

_.,. \ o(o) do
- If D(0)=Do, then we can solve eq. (9) to find, say, the capil-

lary pressure function _(0) in terms of the permeability func-

tion klq.(O). First, we solve for d_/d0:
>
b.--
ta.. 5.O-
r',.-

o uv(0) = pCDo (10)
de kki(0)

We now Integrate eq. (10), using the condition that V=f)
when 0 = 1, to find

0.0 _ _ _ - _ , _
0,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 eI

I doINITIALSATURATION,0t _(0i) = PCD° klq.(0) ' (11)
Fig. 3, Measured sorptivities of a suite of volcanic tufts, as
functions of the initial saturation. 23 Many of the samples exhi-

Alternatively, we can solve eq. (9) for the hydraulic permea-
bit a linear relationship between S and Oi. bility, kki.(0), In terms of ¥(0), which leads to

laCDo
kkt(O) = _. (12)/ dxl//d0

2s;.(I - o_) - _ [- " = D(O)d0, (7)
lt

Eqs. (111 and (12) allow one of the characteristic functions to
be determined from knowledge of lhc other, if the sorptivity is

where we make use of the fact that the integrand goes to zero of the form S =Sm,,x(l -Oi),
at the lower endpoint 0=0i. Another differentiation with
respect to Oi yields INVERSION OF EXPERIMENTAL SORPTIVITIES

Consider the sorptivities measured by Flint et al, on a
2Smax = _ D(0i), (8al suite of volcanic tufts from Yucca Mountain. 23 As mentioned

n ab6ve, these rocks exhibited nearly linear relationships
between sorptivity and Initial saturation, and therefore cannot

which can be solved to yield be made to correspond to van Genuchten or Brooks-Corey
characteristic curves, by any choices of the parameters. For

nSr_a_ rocks with a linear S(0 i) relationship, eqs. (1 1) and (12) allow

D(0 i)= 4¢ 2 (Sb) the calculation of one of the characteristic functions in terms
of the other. Since it was found by Flint and Flint that the
hydraulic permeability kkr(0) is the more difficult property to

Since Oi is arbitrary in eq. (8bl, fills Implies that D(0)=Do= measure, 25 we will attempt to predict kkr(0) from measure-
constant for all 0. Hence, at least according to Philip's sorp- ments of S(0i) and V(e). First, we fit the sorptivities to a
tivity approximation, a diffusivity of the form function of the form S(0 i) = Sm_x(l-Oi), to find the fitting
S(0,)=Smax(1-0i) corresponds uniquely to a constant parameter Smax, The diffusivity Dc is then found from eq. (8)
diffusivity Do, with Smax=2¢ D,_FD-_o/n. to be Do = ItSZm,a/402. We then fit the capillary pressure data

with any convenient type of function, and use eq. (12) to
Further indirect evidence that a linear sorptivity can predict the permeability function.

correspond only to a constant diffusivity can be found in the

numerical solutions computed by Kutlqek and Valentov_ for Tes.ting of this method requires measurements of ali three
the family of diffusivitles of the form D(0)--Doexp(130), where functions, S(0i), kk,(0), and V(0). Currently, reliable data for
13 is some constant parameter that characterizes each soil. 16 ali three of these functions are n(..t available for many samples.
They found that the S(0i) curve is concave up for 13<0, con- As an example and test case for the method, consider sample
cave down for 13>0, and linear only when 13=0, i.e., for IUH, which is a vitrified lufl' from the Calico Hills unit, with
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Fig. 4. Sorptivity of sample IUH, a vitrified tuff from lhc Fig. 5. Capillary pressure of sample IUH (see Fig. 4). The
Calico Hills unit at Yucca Mountain, at several different initial straight line was found by fitting _(0) to a curve of the form
saturations. The straight line was found by a least-squares fit V=V,0 -m. The fitting parameters were found to be
to the function S(Oi)=Smax(1-0i) • Sr_x was found to be V, =_ l.497 x104 pa, and m=5.45.
9,44 x I0 "_m/s!/2.

10-_ _

a porosity _ of about 0.39. 2'; Fig. 4 shows three measured ! e_

values of the sorptivity as a function of initial saturation,
_vrtich have been fitted with a curve of the form

S(0i) = Smax(1-0i). The value of Smax was found to be 10-'6-!
9.44× 10"'_m2/s. Fig. 5 shows the measured capillary pres-

sures for this sample, fitted to a curve of the form _ e_xl/(0)=xVa0-m, with _a=-l.50 x104 Pa, and m=5.45. We _ 10-_7

now combine eqs. (8) and (12) to find __
"_ 2 m+! "_t

npS,T,.,_ npS,,,.,_O _ 10-'8-

kk,(O)- 4@(d_v/dO) 4_(- m)_,

":1 SAMPLE1UH I
=2.19x10-t606.45m 2, (13) _ :: (_ EBrlinl&r,ln,,,990,

Predicted, eq. (13_

in which the viscosity of water is taken to be 0.001 Pa.s, and •

d_/dO=_m_&O "tna'i). Fig. 6 shows the permeabilitles that
were measured by Flint and Flint using the centrifuge 10_2,-I----- , _ 018
method, z_ along with those predicted by eq. (13). The agree- 0.2 0.4 0.6
ment is seen to be fairly close, particularly when the saturation SATURATION,0
is not less than 0.40. The permeability prediction was based
on a capillary pressure curve which itself was derived from Fig. 6. Hydraulic permeability of sample IUH (see Figs. 4,5),
measurements for saturations above 0.495. In this range, the as a function of saturation. The measured values are com-

predicted permeabilities are always within a factor of two of
the measured values, despite the fact that the permeability pared to the curve predicted by the inversion procedure:kkr(0) = 2.19× 10 -16 06.4.`;m2.
v;u'ies by three orders of magnitude. For lower saturations,
the curve in Fig. 6 represents an extrapolation outside of lhc

range where _(0) data exist, and is less accurate.
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